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Southern Biscuits
Veterinary technician Carrie Kennersly has become known for offering healthy dog
treats at the clinic where she works. So when the owner of the local bakery moves
away, Carrie jumps at the chance to buy the business and convert half of it into the
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Barkery, a shop where she can make and sell her canine delights. But Myra
Ethman, co-owner of another pet product store, hates the new competition. At the
Barkery's opening party, she badmouths Carrie's homemade dog biscuits, insisting
she'll find a way to shut the place down. When Myra is found dead with a Barkery
biscuit beside her, Carrie must prove she didn't do it before she's collared for
murder. Includes delicious recipes for pets and people! Praise: "Recipes for both
dogs and people add enjoyment in this clever cozy that will taste just right to fans
of both foodie and pet mysteries.”—Booklist "Kicking off a cozy new series, prolific
Johnston blends mystery and romantic intrigue."—Kirkus Reviews

Biscuits, Butter, and Blessings: Farm Fresh Devotions for Hope
and Comfort
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Woof, woof! Biscuit needs a bath! Everything
is ready for Biscuit's bath; everything except Biscuit! He wants to roll in the mud
and play with his friend Puddles! Will Biscuit ever be clean? Join Biscuit in this
bathtime fun-filled adventure. Bathtime for Biscuit, a My First I Can Read book, is
carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition, sight words, and sweet
illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared reading with emergent readers.
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Biscuit's First Beach Day
Join Biscuit for an exciting day at the petting zoo—pet all the different animals in
this fun-filled touch-and-feel adventure!

Biscuit Feeds the Pets
A touch and feel book featuring the beloved and bestselling little yellow puppy,
Biscuit! Biscuit can’t wait to help on the farm and see the baby animals. The
youngest book lovers can pet the foal’s silky mane, the lamb’s woolly fur, and the
duck’s fuzzy feathers in this sweet touch-and-feel board book. For over 20 years,
this beloved little yellow puppy has warmed the hearts of young readers.

Biscuit's Day at the Farm
Pet the fuzzy yellow chick and hunt for shiny Easter eggs as you join Biscuit in this
Easter touch-and-feel adventure!

Biscuit's Valentine's Day
This 90-day devotional is the third continuation to our bestselling, farmhousePage 3/20
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inspired, Grits to Grace and Sweet Tea for the Soul titles. Sweet servings of
inspiration, these downhome devotions are chock-full of Scripture, Godly wisdom,
and common-sense country wit. Each devotion begins with a thoughtful or witty
title, a Scripture, an inspirational story or thought, a faith-check take-away, and
ends with a humorous or thought-provoking tag. Like a hand-stitched and heartfelt
gift, these faith-crafted pages will bring a smile to your face and a tear to your eye.

Happy Thanksgiving, Biscuit!
Biscuit is going on his f irst trip to the beach! He is excited about making sand
castles, collecting seashells, and playing in the ocean. Have a great day, Biscuit.
Woof!

Gluten-Free Girl Every Day
Biscuit doesn't want to play fetch the ball—until the ball lands in a mud puddle.
Then Biscuit can't wait to show off his new trick!

Biscuit Visits the Big City
A day spent on the farm is a new adventure for Biscuit. There is so much to do,
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from feeding the hens and the goats to encouraging a little piglet who wants to
roam to stay in his pen instead. But even on such a busy day, Biscuit always has
time to make a new friend!

Biscuit's Day at the Farm
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Woof, woof! Arf, arf! There’s a new pup in
town. When Biscuit finds a little pup in the park, he wants the pup to play with him.
But the little pup won’t come over to look at Biscuit's ball or to chew on a bone. In
fact, he won’t come out of his cozy hideaway at all! Is the little pup lost? How will
Biscuit get the little pup to come out? Join Biscuit as he meets a new friend. Biscuit
and the Little Pup, a My First I Can Read book, is carefully crafted using basic
language, word repetition, sight words, and sweet illustrations—which means it's
perfect for shared reading with emergent readers.

Biscuit's Day at the Beach
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Hop, hop! There's someone new at Biscuit's
house--Nibbles, the class pet, has come for a visit. Nibbles likes exploring Biscuit's
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home and wants to play with all of Biscuit's toys. Biscuit isn't sure if he is ready to
share with Nibbles, but soon Biscuit realizes that he likes having a visitor after all!
Biscuit Meets the Class Pet, a My First I Can Read book, is carefully crafted using
basic language, word repetition, sight words, and sweet illustrations—which means
it's perfect for shared reading with emergent readers.

Tar Heel Traveler
What a sweet Biscuit! It's Valentine's Day and Biscuit and the little girl have a lot of
special deliveries to make. But when Biscuit smells a treat that silly puppy just
can't seem to help himself. How will the little girl show Biscuit how much she loves
him? Pull back the big flaps in this heartwarming story to find out!

Good Night, Biscuit: A Padded Board Book
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Woof, woof! Biscuit sees the baby. Biscuit
wants to meet the new baby. But the baby is sleeping, and Biscuit must be
patient—and quiet! Join Biscuit as he meets his brand new—itty bitty—friend.
Biscuit and the Baby, a My First I Can Read book, is carefully crafted using basic
language, word repetition, sight words, and sweet illustrations—which means it's
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perfect for shared reading with emergent readers.

Bathtime for Biscuit
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Woof, woof! This way, Biscuit! It’s time to go
camping. Join Biscuit in the great outdoors. Biscuit can't wait to go camping! From
tents and flashlights to frogs and fireflies, there are so many new things to
discover when you're sleeping outdoors. But are those rain clouds in the sky? How
will Biscuit go camping now? Biscuit Goes Camping, a My First I Can Read book, is
carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition, sight words, and sweet
illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared reading with emergent readers.

Biscuit Goes Camping
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! When Biscuit meets two little kittens, he wants
to be friends. He wants to play ball and run around. But the kittens are having too
much fun with their own games to play with him. Biscuit doesn't give up, though,
and soon the kittens find out what a good friend he can be. Biscuit Wants to Play, a
My First I Can Read book, is carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition,
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sight words, and sweet illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared reading
with emergent readers.

Biscuit's Pet & Play Farm Animals
For fifteen years, food writer Belinda Ellis traveled around the country for the White
Lily® flour company, teaching people to make biscuits and listening to their
stories. "I learned that deep in the soul of a biscuit, there's more than the flour, fat,
and milk. A hot biscuit embodies a memory of place and family," she writes. Ellis's
heartfelt tribute to the biscuit celebrates the many possible flavors and uses for
this classic southern bread. The first recipe in the book is a master recipe with stepby-step photographs showing how to make the perfect biscuit. In an evocative and
enlightening introduction, Ellis delights readers with biscuit history and its intimate
connections with southern culture and foodways. The book's 55 recipes range from
traditional to inventive offering a biscuit for every occasion: Flaky Butter Biscuits;
John Egerton's Beaten Biscuits; Pancetta, Rosemary, and Olive Oil Biscuits; and The
Southern Reuben.

Biscuit Goes to School
Snuggle up at bedtime or anytime with Biscuit, the very first book about
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everyone's favorite little yellow puppy. This version of the classic story is a padded
board book with a soft, padded cover and rounded edges, perfect to share with the
smallest readers. It’s time for bed, but Biscuit doesn’t want to sleep! Before Biscuit
gets into bed he wants one more snack, one more story, one more kiss. Will he
ever go to sleep? Woof, woof! This familiar bedtime drama is perfect for shared
reading at bedtime and makes for a lovely gift to new parents. Children love the
warmth of the Biscuit stories, which have helped introduce generations of boys and
girls to the joy of reading. This book was inspired by the author's daughter, who
loved to dog-sit their neighbor’s huge golden retriever!

Biscuit and the Little Pup
#1 New York Times Bestseller Magnolia Table is infused with Joanna Gaines'
warmth and passion for all things family, prepared and served straight from the
heart of her home, with recipes inspired by dozens of Gaines family favorites and
classic comfort selections from the couple's new Waco restaurant, Magnolia Table.
Jo believes there's no better way to celebrate family and friendship than through
the art of togetherness, celebrating tradition, and sharing a great meal. Magnolia
Table includes 125 classic recipes—from breakfast, lunch, and dinner to small
plates, snacks, and desserts—presenting a modern selection of American classics
and personal family favorites. Complemented by her love for her garden, these
dishes also incorporate homegrown, seasonal produce at the peak of its flavor.
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Inside Magnolia Table, you'll find recipes the whole family will enjoy, such as:
Chicken Pot Pie Chocolate Chip Cookies Asparagus and Fontina Quiche Brussels
Sprouts with Crispy Bacon, Toasted Pecans, and Balsamic Reduction Peach
Caprese Overnight French Toast White Cheddar Bisque Fried Chicken with Sticky
Poppy Seed Jam Lemon Pie Mac and Cheese Full of personal stories and beautiful
photos, Magnolia Table is an invitation to share a seat at the table with Joanna
Gaines and her family.

Biscuit's New Trick
It's Biscuit's birthday, and he's having a party! Join his friends in helping him
celebrate. There are eight pages of activities at the end of the book, including a
word search, maze, matching game, and more. Includes eight pages of activities!

Biscuit in the Garden
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Biscuit is walking to Grandpa's house, and he's
having such a good time that he doesn't want the walk to end. But the little puppy
knows that the only thing better than a walk to Grandpa's house is a visit with
Grandpa himself! Biscuit Takes a Walk is a My First I Can Read book, which means
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it’s perfect for shared reading with a child. Books at this level feature basic
language, word repetition, and whimsical illustrations, ideal for sharing with
emergent readers. The active, engaging stories have appealing plots and lovable
characters, encouraging children to continue their reading journey.

Biscuits
Southern Biscuits features recipes and baking secrets for every biscuit imaginable,
including hassle-free easy biscuits to embellished biscuits laced with silky goat
butter, crunchy pecans, or tangy pimento cheese. The traditional biscuits in this
book encompass a number of types, from beaten biscuits of the Old South and
England, to Angel Biscuits—a yeast biscuit sturdy enough to split and fill but light
enough to melt in your mouth. Filled with beautiful photography, including dozens
of how-to photos showing how to mix, stir, fold, roll, and knead, Southern Biscuits
is the definitive biscuit baking book.

Biscuit Takes a Walk
It's the day of the pet show, and Biscuit has to look his best. All his old friends are
at the show, and Biscuit sees so many new friends that he can't sit still–even for
the judge! The lovable yellow puppy's friendliness helps him win a big prize, and
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the hearts of his readers!

Biscuit Visits the Petting Zoo
Snuggle up at bedtime or anytime with Biscuit, the very first book about
everyone's favorite little yellow puppy. It’s time for bed, but Biscuit doesn’t want to
sleep! Before Biscuit gets into bed he wants one more snack, one more story, one
more kiss. Will he ever go to sleep? Woof, woof! This familiar bedtime drama is a
My First I Can Read book, perfect for shared reading at bedtime and makes for a
lovely gift to new parents. Children love the warmth of the Biscuit stories, which
have helped introduce generations of boys and girls to the joy of reading. This
book was inspired by the author's daughter, who loved to dog-sit their neighbor’s
huge golden retriever! Woof, woof!

Magnolia Table
Beginning readers' favorite little yellow puppy is ready to help his neighbor feed
her pets! From guinea pigs and fish to kittens and puppies, each animal gets their
own special food. Everyone wants to play, too! But what happens when playtime
gets in the way of mealtime? Biscuit might just find a new way to make sure
everyone gets what they need. . . . Biscuit Feeds the Pets is a My First I Can Read
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book, which means it's perfect for shared reading with a child.

Biscuit
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Woof, woof! It’s a very special day at the
library, Biscuit! It's Read to a Pet Day at the library! There are so many fun things
to see and do! Biscuit plays with story-time puppets, visits with friends, and listens
to recorded books. Before he goes, a librarian helps him find the activity that he
loves most of all. This joyful story will help cultivate a love of books and libraries in
children who are learning to read. Biscuit Loves the Library, a My First I Can Read
book, is carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition, sight words, and
sweet illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared reading with emergent
readers and children who love the library.

Biscuit Wants to Play
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Biscuit is excited to explore the garden. From
the prettiest flowers to the smallest bugs, there's so much to see. And the little
puppy even finds his own special way to add to the garden's bounty! Biscuit in the
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Garden, a My First I Can Read book, is carefully crafted using basic language, word
repetition, sight words, and sweet illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared
reading with emergent readers. Books at this level feature basic language, word
repetition, and whimsical illustrations, ideal for sharing with emergent readers. The
active, engaging stories have appealing plots and lovable characters, encouraging
children to continue their reading journey.

Biscuit's Birthday
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Woof, woof! Come along, Biscuit! Join Biscuit
at the farm. Biscuit is going to help out on the farm today and can’t wait to feed all
of the farm animals. He makes friends with the hens, the geese, and even an eager
little piglet who wants to follow him everywhere! Biscuit’s Day at the Farm, a My
First I Can Read book, is carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition,
sight words, and sweet illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared reading
with emergent readers.

Biscuit and the Baby
Look, Biscuit, it’s snowing! Snow days are snow much fun! Will Biscuit the little
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yellow puppy get to play in the sledding race? For the first time, everyone’s
favorite little yellow puppy stars in an I Can Read with a snow theme! Biscuit’s
Snow Day Race is a My First I Can Read, perfect for shared reading with a child.

Biscuit Loves the Library
A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, the Tar Heel
Traveler is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina. Mason is
the TV reporter—the Tar Heel Traveler—who journeys across North Carolina
profiling colorful characters and out-of-the-way places.

Biscuit Plays Ball
Half the fun of a trip is the anticipation, and Biscuit's trip--no matter how short!--is
no exception.

Biscuit Wins a Prize
Read along with Biscuit! Let Biscuit introduce your child to the joys of independent
reading. The little puppy's gentle nature and playful ways have made I Can Read®
Biscuit books favorites with over a million emergent readers. With three great titles
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in one handy package, this collection is perfect for the newest reader in your
family!

Biscuit's Snow Day Race
How much has Biscuit grown? Let's find out! Join Biscuit and the little girl when
they visit Dr. Green's office for a checkup, and meet new friends, too! Woof!

Biscuit's Snowy Day
Celebrate Thanksgiving with Biscuit! Biscuit has so much to be thankful for on his
first Thanksgiving. How will he and the little girl spend this special day? Pull back
the flaps to find out!

Biscuit's My First I Can Read Book Collection
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! Biscuit is excited to be at the ball game, but
no dogs are allowed in the game itself. He doesn't just want to watch,
though—Biscuit wants to play ball, too! Can the determined puppy find a way to
join in the fun? Just right for the youngest of readers—and for anyone who has ever
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wanted to play along with the big kids—Biscuit's ball game adventure will prove
supremely satisfying. Biscuit Plays Ball is a My First I Can Read book, which means
it's perfect for shared reading with a child.

Biscuit's Day at the Farm
For fans of Clifford and Spot, welcome everybody’s favorite little yellow puppy,
Biscuit, in an I Can Read adventure! The city is a big, busy place for a little yellow
puppy. From gazing at the tops of tall buildings to chasing pigeons across crowded
sidewalks, there's so much to do! There are more people than Biscuit's ever seen
before, too -- and so many new friends to make! Biscuit Visits the Big City, a My
First I Can Read book, is carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition,
sight words, and sweet illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared reading
with emergent readers.

Biscuit Meets the Class Pet
Whether slathered with mouthwatering homemade spreads or savored just as they
are, muffins and biscuits are comfort food at its finest. This follow-up to the
successful Grilled Cheese Kitchen features 50 recipes for tender-on-the-inside,
crunchy-on-the-outside biscuits and melt-in-your-mouth muffins as well as an
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irresistible assortment of flavored butters, sauces, and preserves. Featuring sweet
and savory varieties and exciting new flavor combinations—think Quinoa Muffins
with Cheddar, Apples, and Rosemary or Orange Zest, Ham, and Thyme
Biscuits—bakers of all skill levels will delight in these fresh twists on classic treats.
Packed with tips and tricks, from making delectable pancakes with muffin batter to
turning leftover biscuits into bread pudding, this collection of recipes takes timetested breakfast favorites to an entirely new level of deliciousness.

Muffins & Biscuits
Go back to school with Biscuit and share the love of reading with your beginner
reader! Biscuit can't wait to go to school! Even though no dogs are allowed, he is
determined to see and do everything that takes place at school. But what will
happen when the teacher discovers a puppy in the classroom? Reassuring and
sweet, Biscuit Goes to School is an excellent choice to share with little ones getting
ready for preschool, kindergarten, or first grade. This My First I Can Read book is
carefully crafted using basic language, word repetition, sight words, and sweet
illustrations—which means it's perfect for shared reading with emergent readers.
The active, engaging My First I Can Read stories have appealing plots and lovable
characters, encouraging children to continue their reading journey.
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Biscuit's Pet & Play Easter
When Biscuit meets a little piglet, his new friend wants to follow him everywhere!

Biscuit Visits the Doctor
There is soft, powdery snow everywhere! It's the perfect day for snow angels,
sledding, and snuggling up with someone you love. Woof! Ages 2 – 6

Bite the Biscuit
The author of Gluten-Free Girl and the Chef presents a cookbook for busy people
that focuses on gluten-free lifestyles and seasonal vegetables, sharing practical
tips for stocking a pantry and baking without gluten while providing a variety of
single-pot, stir-fry and dairy-free options.
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